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A mural of Frederick Douglass in Belfast on the wall that separates
Protestant and Catholic neighborhoods.
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John, a Belfast street preacher, at his home
with his wife, Evelyn.

nthropology professor Jacob Hickman may be one of the
few college professors who assigns a Dr. Seuss book
as required reading. The Sneetches tells the story of a
prejudiced society of creatures, some with stars on their bellies
and others without. To prove that this children’s book carries a
message beyond its covers, Dr. Hickman and 14 students traveled
to Belfast, Northern Ireland last summer.
The goal of the Northern Ireland Sociocultural Field School was
for students to “embed themselves in the daily lives of Belfast’s
conflicting religious communities . . . [to] understand a culture from
the inside out,” says Dr. Hickman. But in order to understand and
be a part of the present culture, students had to understand the
region’s contentious past.
The Troubles was a period in Northern Ireland between 1968
and 1998 that was characterized by violence and resulted in over
3,500 deaths. This infamous struggle between Catholics and
Protestants is “not a surface conflict,” says field school student
Quinn Christiansen. “It’s been going on for years and generations,
and it’s no quick fix.”
“The pain of the past lives on in the present,” says student Abby
Price. “It’s not something that’s just supposed to be fixed with some
sort of new political structure.”
Though the sides of the debate on who should have sovereignty
in Ireland have taken on the names of Protestant and Catholic, “a
lot of it isn’t religious,” says Christiansen. “When you come down to
it, it’s not a doctrinal conflict. It’s a social conflict.”
According to Dr. Hickman, many of the ways in which society
divides are arbitrary; insignificant differences tend to be blown out
of proportion. Differences in Northern Ireland are just as Dr. Seuss
describes the differences between the Sneetches: “Those stars
weren’t so big. They were really so small you might think such a thing
wouldn’t matter at all.”
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left a n d bottom : Street preachers sharing conflicting

Catholic and Protestant views in Belfast. r ight : Protestants
celebrating the Glorious Revolution with a blazing bonfire
mountain in Belfast on July 11th, 2018.

As students spent time in Protestant parishes and volunteered
at Catholic choirs and summer camps, they began to understand
the variety of ways in which Belfast and its past religious conflict
influences the present.
Afternoons and evenings were spent on
field trips across Northern Ireland, meeting
people in the city center, attending mass,
or participating in parish activities. Often
students would simply walk around the
most crowded areas of Belfast looking for
someone to talk to, frequently encountering
Protestant street preachers. “The street
preachers came from a mix of different religions . . . and would spend hours singing,
preaching, or just striking up conversation,”
says student Brinnan Schill.
Schill spent time with a preacher named
Isaac and learned about his religion and
culture by shadowing his ministry. “He
would stop people off the street and bear
his testimony with intense fervor, decked
out in his ‘I Love Jesus’ hat and an orange
construction vest with ‘Jesus Saves’ written
across the back. He had an extra vest and
would let me wear it.”
Other students also had memorable
experiences with street preachers. Late
one night in downtown Belfast, Christiansen
spied an older man standing alone outside a pub, singing Christian
hymns. With a few other students, she approached and interviewed
him. “He was so happy to [meet] young people who . . . wanted to be
faithful that he invited us over for dinner.” Throughout the summer,
Christiansen got to know the man’s family and faith. Now, thousands
of miles away, the two still exchange emails. She didn’t expect the
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field school to be a spiritual experience, but she says now, “I feel a
lot more connected with the Christian community.”
Northern Ireland’s street preachers characterize the regional
identity. “At first it seems rather bizarre,” says Schill, “but Belfast is
such a diversely religious community that the locals don’t seem to
think twice about it—it really is just part of the city’s charm.”

The vibrant religious life of Belfast reflects the ongoing influence of
its past on the post-conflict present. “This conflict, which supposedly
ended in 1998, continues to live out in daily life,” says Dr. Hickman.
Despite the peace agreement of Good Friday, fires are still raging,
both figuratively and literally.
More than any other day of the year, July 12 best expresses
Northern Ireland’s religious culture. Celebrating the Glorious
Revolution, Protestants light bonfires several stories high on the
evening of July 11, mounting crates atop crates and creating blazing mountains across Belfast. The next day, they organize massive
parades and march through the city, making sure to be especially
loud outside of Catholic churches.
“Even younger people who didn’t experience the Troubles have
all this hate,” says Price. She recalls a group of Catholic boys who lit
their own bonfire in their front yard, a doll dressed as a British soldier hanging from a noose above the blaze. When a police car was
stopped at a nearby intersection, the boys threw glass bottles at it.
“People were just walking by like nothing was happening,” she says.
The continuing social conflict is seen in the walls that crisscross
Belfast’s geography. Neighborhoods are divided into Protestant east
and Catholic west, and children are separated into Protestant public
schools and Catholic private schools. “Kids know what sort of things
typify the star-bellied Sneetches or the plain-bellied Sneetches,” says
Dr. Hickman. “They learn these things very young.”
Conflicts such as these deserve scrutiny in order to prevent further
harm in the communities where violence has occurred and to keep
that violence from invading our own. “If people have the critical reflection to recognize [prejudice] as a problem, then we’re less likely as a
community to engage in those types of practices,” says Dr. Hickman.
Social strife abroad has a lot to say about the way things are
back home. When students explore and engage in a new culture,
they can’t help but come to epiphanies regarding their own heritage.

“I’ve realized that my cultural background is not objectively right or
true,” says Christiansen. “Culture and tradition play a bigger role in
our lives than we think.”
“Everyone has their own unique experience of religion,” says
Schill, “and individuals can be part of an overarching religious
culture while still applying and interpreting that religion in different
and diverse ways.”
Being aware of other religious, social, and political traditions is
crucial to preventing future strife. “Understanding [social] conflict
allows us to be more humane human beings towards each other,”
says Dr. Hickman.
While differences of tradition can’t be solved overnight, it’s imperative to stay educated and informed on other cultures and follow the
example of Dr. Seuss’s Sneetches: “The Sneetches got really quite
smart on that day, the day they decided that Sneetches are Sneetches
and no kind of Sneetch is best on the beaches.”
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